CISC 2305 – Spring 2013
Assignment 12 (20 Pts)

Due Date: Monday, April 22, 2013 at 10:00 PM Central (MyCampus)

Topics: Developing a web page

- In this assignment, you are to design a web page called DessertWEB. A lady
  named Best Cooker wants to take her love of cooking and sharing recipes to the
  World Wide Web. She’s interested in creating a new Web site called DessertWEB
  where other cooks can submit and review dessert recipes. Each page within her
  site will have a photo and description of the dessert, the ingredients, the cooking
  directions, and a list of reviews. Each recipe will be rated on a 5-star scale. She
  already has information on one recipe: Apple Bavarian Torte. She’s asked for
  your help in creating a Web page from the data she’s collected. A preview of the
  completed page is shown on page 2 below.

- For Wednesday’s lab, complete Dave’s Devil Stick (your completed webpage
  should look like the sample on Lecture 5 (slide 25)). Use your notes and Lecture5
  for additional help/references and submit your page by the end of Wednesday’s
  class under Lab7 on MyCampus. Those who are not able to finish will be given a
  second chance at the beginning of the class on Friday.

- For homework, design a personal webpage with an image of your choice and a list
  of classes you are taking this semester. Submit this by the beginning of the class
  on Friday under Hw12 on MyCampus.
Apple Bavarian Torte (★★★★★)

A classic European torte baked in a springform pan. Cream cheese, sliced almonds, and apples make this the perfect holiday treat (12 servings).

**INGREDIENTS**

1/2 cup butter  
1/3 cup white sugar  
1/4 teaspoon vanilla extract  
1 cup all-purpose flour  
1 (8 ounce) package cream cheese  
1 1/4 cup white sugar  
1 egg  
1/2 teaspoon vanilla extract  
6 apples - peeled, cored, and sliced  
1/3 cup white sugar  
1/2 teaspoon ground cinnamon  
1/4 cup sliced almonds

**DIRECTIONS**

1. Preheat oven to 450°F (230°C).
2. Cream together butter, sugar, vanilla, and flour.
3. Press crust mixture into the flat bottom of a 9-inch springform pan. Set aside.
4. In a medium bowl, blend cream cheese and sugar. Beat in egg and vanilla. Pour cheese mixture over crust.
5. Toss apples with sugar and cinnamon. Spread apple mixture over all.
6. Bake for 10 minutes. Reduce heat to 400°F (200°C) and continue baking for 25 minutes.
7. Sprinkle almonds over top of torte. Continue baking until lightly browned. Cool before removing from pan.

**REVIEWS**

★★★★★

I loved the buttery taste of the crust which complements the apples very nicely.
— Reviewed on Sept. 22, 2010 by MMASON.

★★★★

Nothing special. I like the crust, but there was a little too much of it for my taste, and I liked the filling but there was too little of it. I thought the crunchy apples combined with the sliced almonds detracted from the overall flavor.
— Reviewed on Sept. 1, 2010 by GLENDACHEF.

★★★★★★

Delicious!! I recommend microwaving the apples for 3 minutes before baking, to soften them. Great dessert - I'll be making it again for the holidays.
— Reviewed on August 28, 2010 by BRABS.